Ultra Shorty 21 offers the same quality and proven performance as the Ultra Shorty transporter but also provides a reduced length measuring under 21”. This transporter can inspect 6” to 36” lines with major offsets and protruding laterals. Adapter blocks are available to optically center the camera in 30” to 36” lines. The Ultra Shorty 21 transporter combined with the CUES OZ II optical zoom camera offers you one of the most compact assemblies in the industry at only 28” achieving maximum clearance in 6” or 6” relined pipe. For added versatility, the Ultra Shorty 21 can be used with your Inspector General mini-system. A retro kit is available to convert the Ultra Shorty to an Ultra Shorty 21.

**Features & Benefits:**

- Reduced camera/tractor length to 28” with optical zoom pan & tilt camera [OZ II]; allows line entry through inverts with limited space and traverses 22, 45, and 90 degree sweeps in smaller diameter lines
- Proven transmission with power forward, freewheel and power reverse; high speed retract without running over cable and easy to back out of a dropped manhole
- Weighted track extenders that lift to optically center camera; greater weight for increased traction
- Waterproof motor with bulkhead connector; protection against leaks and motor damage
- Self-cleaning drive sprockets; maximum performance in mud and sand
- Contoured high traction cleats; maximum pipe wall contact for greater traction
- Greater than 1” top clearance and 1” bottom clearance in 6” lines; navigates through offsets and protruding laterals
- Operates in 6” to 36” lines; maximum versatility and applications
- Dual track fasteners; increases track and cleat life
- Inspection speed can be optimized to match pipe size and conditions

Specifications subject to change without prior notice. Visit our web site at [www.cuesinc.com](http://www.cuesinc.com)